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We discuss term rewriting in conjunction with sprfn, a Prolog-based theorem prover. Two 
techniques for theorem proving that utilize term rewriting are presented. The first technique 
simulates the replacement of predicates by their definitions ina Skolemized setting. The second 
technique permits tautologies tobe recognized quickly. We demonstrate their effectiveness by 
exhibiting the results of our experiments in proving some theorems ofyon Neumann-Bemays- 
GSdel set theory, We also show how the first technique can be used in any clausal theorem 
prover. Some outstanding problems associated with term rewriting are also addressed. 
1. Introduction 
Term rewriting is one of the more powerful techniques that can be employed in mechanical 
theorem proving. The idea of term rewriting is that subterms of a certain form can be 
systematically replaced by subterms of a related form. This provides a method of simplify. 
ing algebraic expressions, for example. For a discussion of term rewriting in a fairly 
abstract setting, see Huet (1980). Term rewriting allows us to prove fairly sophisticated 
theorems that are beyond the ability of most resolution-based theorem provers. Unlike 
resolution, term rewriting seems to duplicate a rule of inference that humans use in 
constructing proofs. In this paper, we will describe our research and results in proving 
theorems via term rewriting. The body of theorems we prove are set theoretic; the 
axiomatization of set theory employed is derived from the work of yon Neumann, Bernays 
and G6del. For a list of  these axioms see Boyer et al. (1986). The advantage of the yon 
Neumann-Bernays-G6del  formalization is that it allows us to express set theory in 
first-order logic. This in turn implies that a first-order theorem prover can be used to 
derive set theoretic theorems. On the other hand, this formalization has a significant 
disadvantage in that it is very clumsy for humans to use. Second order logic is a much 
cleaner means for expressing the axioms of set theory. 
Our use of term rewriting was motivated by the following problem. Some theorems 
can be proven quickly simply by replacing predicates by their definitions. We would like 
to use term rewriting for this, so that a rewrite rule would replace a predicate by its 
definition. Often the definition of a predicate contains quantifiers. Replacement of  a 
predicate by its definition then leads to a formula containing quantifiers. However, the 
unification algorithm fits most naturally into a quantifier-free setting based on Skolemiz- 
ation. Our use of rewriting is a way of simulating the replacement of predicates by their 
definitions, even containing quantifiers, without the explicit use of quantifiers. Therefore 
our  techniques can be used in a quantifier-free setting in a unification-based theorem 
prover. We first discuss this approach in the context of our Prolog-based theorem prover 
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sprfn, and present a number of examples. Then we briefly discuss how the same methods 
can be used in a resolution theorem prover. 
We begin by introducing sprfn, the Prolog-based theorem prover we used in our research; 
we emphasize the formal deduction system underlying the prover. In the second section 
we describe the term rewriting mechanism built into sprfn. In the third and fourth sections 
we describe two theorem proving techniques utilizing term rewriting and the results of 
these approaches when employed in connection with sprfn. In each of these two sections 
we give examples of  sample theorems that we were able to derive. We conclude by 
summarizing our results and addressing some problems that face term rewriting in general 
as well as some problems pecific to term rewriting with sprfn. 
2. SPRFN and the Simplified Problem Reduction Format 
The theorem prover we used, sprfn, is based on a sequent style system in first order 
logic which is described in Plaisted (1982, 1988). However, before we present his formal 
system, we would like to motivate itby describing the format on which it is based; namely, 
the problem reduction format. The formal deduction system implemented by sprfn is a 
refinement of the problem reduction format. Both of them embody the same goal-subgoal 
structure, as can be seen from what follows. The following description omits many details. 
For a complete discussion of the problem reduction format, see Loveland (1978). 
The structure of the problem reduction format is as follows. One begins with a conclusion 
G to be established and a collection of assertions presumed to be true. An assertion may 
be of the form C : -A I ,  A2 , . . . ,  An, where C and the At are literals; this denotes the 
logical implication A1 & A2 & ' 9 ' & A, ~ C. An assertion may also be a single literal L, 
denoting the universally quantified literal. The A~s are called antecedent statements, or 
simply antecedents, and C is called the consequent of the implication. We call the 
conclusion G the top-goal. The theorem to be proven is that the conclusion is a logical 
consequence of the given assertions. The process of attempting to confirm the conclusion 
begins with a search of  the premises to see if one premise matches (is identical with or 
can be made identical by unification with) the goal G. If a premise Pg matches G then 
the conclusion is confirmed by Pg. Otherwise, the set of  implications whose consequents 
match G is found. If the antecedent of one implication can be confirmed then one has 
confirmed the consequent, and hence G, which the consequent matches. Otherwise we 
consider the antecedents as new subgoals to be confirmed, one implication at a time. 
These goals are called subgoals because none of them is the primary goal. The process 
of confirming these subgoals involves repeating the method just described in connection 
with the top-goal. 
The sequent style system underlying sprfn--the modified problem reduction format is 
based on the problem reduction format just described, although refinements are added 
for the sake of completeness of the deduction system. We do not have room to describe 
these refinements. The following description of the modified problem reduction format 
omits many details. For a complete discussion, see Plaisted (1988). 
A clause is a disjunction of literals. A Horn-like clause, converted from a clause, is of 
the form L : -L I ,  L2, 9  9  L ,  where L and the Las are literals. L is called the head literal. 
The L~s constitute the clause body. A clause is converted to a Horn-like clause as follows. 
For a given clause containing at least one positive literal, one of its positive literals is 
chosen as the head literal and all other literals are put in the clause body negated. For  
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an all-negative clause, we use false as the head literal and form the body from positive 
literals corresponding to the original iterals. 
We present inference rules in the form 
Ao, AI . . . . .  An 
A 
indicating that if the At have been established, then we may conclude A. In our prover, 
such an inference rule may also be used in a back chaining manner. That is, if A is a 
subgoal, then the Ai in turn are made subgoals; if each subgoal is solved, then A is also 
solved. If there are no At, then A may be assumed without hypotheses, that is, A is an 
axiom. In our system, the subgoals are of the form 
P~ L~F ' -~ L 
where F and P' are lists of literals, interpreted as conjunctions, and L is a literal. The 
declarative semantics of this is simply that F' implies L. The role of F is that of assumptions 
that are given initially; these may not be sufficient to prove L, so additional assumptions 
may be added to obtain F' such that F' implies L. Thus we always have that all the literals 
in F appear also in F', with possibly additional literals added. 
Now assume S is a set of Horn-like clauses. A set of  inferences rules, derived from S, 
is obtained as follows. For each clause L: -L~,  1-.2,..., L,, in S, we have the following 
clause rule: 
Fo --> L1 ~ F1 --> L1 ; F1 --> L2~ F2 -> Lz; 9  ; Fn- 1 -'> L,~ ~ Fn --> Ln 
Fo--> L~F~ -> L 
We show that this rule is sound as follows: the declarative semantics of this rule is 
that if F~ imply Li for all i, then F implies L. Noting that G is a subset of Fi+t for all i, 
if F~ implies Lt for all i, then F~ implies L~ for all i, hence F. implies L, since the L~ 
together imply L. 
We also have assumption axioms and a case analysis (splitting) rule. Let L be a positive 
literal. Then the assumption axioms and case analysis rule can be stated as follows: 
Assumption axioms: 
Case analysis (splitting) rule: 
F--> L~F--> L if LeF ,  
F-> s  L--> L. 
F0 --> L~F1, /~-~ L; F1, M--> L~F1,  M--> L 
F0--> L~F I  -> L 
For the case analysis rule, there is the additional restriction that F1 must contain all the 
literals in Fo. This is necessary to insure that F1 contains F0, which is needed for the 
soundness of the clause rules. 
The goal-subgoal structure of this deduction system is evident. The input clause 
L : -L1,  L2,. 9 9 L, merely states that L~, L2, . . . ,  L, have to be confirmed in order to 
confirm L. The corresponding clause rule for L: -L~,  L2, . . . ,  L ,  states that, if the initial 
subgoal is F--> L, then make L1 . . . .  , L, subgoals in succession; add to F successively the 
literals that are needed to make each one provable; and finally, return F,--> L where F, 
contains all the literals needed to make La . . . .  , L, provable, 
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Sprfn implements the sequent style system just described. Sprfn exploits Prolog style 
depth-first i erative-deepening search. This search strategy involves repeatedly performing 
exhaustive depth.first search with increasing depth bounds. For a description of the 
strategy, see Korf (1985). This search strategy is complete and can be efficiently imple- 
mented in Prolog, taking advantage of Prolog's built-in depth-first search with back- 
tracking. 
3. SPRFN and Term Rewriting 
3.1. INPUT FORMAT 
The input to spffn is formatted in Horn-like clauses. Given a set S of clauses, we convert 
them into Horn-like clauses as follows. For a clause containing at least one positive literal, 
we select one such literal to be the head, negate the remaining literals, and move them 
to the body of the clause. For an all-negative clause, we use false as the head of the 
clause and form the body from the positive literals corresponding tothe original iterals. 
The following example shows how to translate from clause form into the format accepted 
by sprfn. Notice the similarity of the input format syntax to Prolog syntax. 
Clause form: 
e(x) v Q(x) 
~P(x) v R(x) 
Q(x) v R(x) 
--R(a). 
Input format for sprfn: 
p(X) :-not(q(X)) 
r(X):-p(X) 
r(X) :- q (x)  
false :- r(a). 
For input to sprfn, the convention is that a name starting with a capital etter is a 
variable name; all other names are predicate names, function names or constants. Not 
and false are reserved for negation and for the head of the top-level goal, respectively. 
3.2. THE METHOD OF PR.OOF 
The prover attempts to prove that false is derivable from the input clauses. For example, 
given the following set of clauses: 
p(X) :-not(q(X)) 
r(X) :-p(X) 
r(X) : -q(X)  
false :- r(a) 
sprfn will derive the following proof, which is explained below: 
false :-cases( 
(not q(a): (r(a):-(p(a):-not q(a)))), 
(q(a): (r(a):-q(a))) 
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The syntax of our proofs is as follows: A proof of the form cases((L: PI) (not L: P2)) is 
a proof P1 of some literal M, where the proof P1 uses L as an assumption, together with 
a proof P2 of the same literal M using not(L) as an assumption. A proof of the form 
(L:-PI, P2,..., P,) is a proof of a literal L where P~ is a proof of a literal L~ and 
(L:-La,..., L,) is an instance of an input clause. Thus, since P~ establishes Li, and 
L~ . . . .  , L, together imply L, we have shown L. If n is zero then a proof of L can be 
written as the literal L itself. This can mean that L is an instance of an input clause, or 
L is an assumption i some case analysis tep containing this proof. 
The proof given above is done by case analysis. First, not(q(a)) is assumed, and false 
is proven. Then, q(a) is assumed, and false is proven. For the case in which not(q(a)) 
is assumed, false is reduced to the subgoal r(a) using the clause false :-r(a). In a similar 
way, r(a) is reduced to the subgoal p(a), then to not(q(a)), which has been assumed. 
The second case is to assume q(a). For this case, we also reduce false to the subgoal 
r(a) as before. Then r(a) is reduced to q(a) using the clause r(X):-q(X). But, q(a) 
has been assumed, so we are done. 
3.3. THE TERM REWRITING MECHANISM IN SPFRN 
Replace. An assertion of the form replace((exprl), (expr2)) in the input signifies that 
all subgoals of form (exprl)  should be replaced by subgoals of the form (expr2) before 
attempting to solve them. This is like a rewrite applied at the "top level". This is sound 
if (exprl) :-(expr2) is valid. 
Rewrite. An assertion of the form rewrite((exprl), (expr2)) in the input signifies that 
all subexpressions of form <exprl) should be replaced by subexpressions of the form 
(expr2). This is like a rewrite applied anywhere, not just at the top level. This is sound 
if the logical equivalence ( xprl) ,~, (expr2) is valid, or, when the expressions are terms, 
if the equation (expr l )= (expr2) is valid. 
In our experiments, we used rewrite rules in a slightly different way. Instead of the 
condition that (exprl),~->(expr2) be valid for a rewrite rule rewrite((exprl), (expr2)), 
we only require that (expr2) logically imply (exprl). This is sound since we only do 
outermost rewriting, and all rewriting of logical formulae is done inside a monotone 
context, that is, a nesting of and and or connectives. The rewriting mechanism is imple- 
mented to do outermost rewriting. To guarantee that all rewriting of formulae is done 
inside a monotone context, we include enough rules to push all negations inside and and 
or connectives. Also, all other Boolean connectives ( uch as implication) are rewritten 
in terms of and and or. Thus the rules rewrite(not(and(X, Y)), or (not(X),not(Y))) and 
rewrite(not(or(X, Y)), and (not(X),not(Y))) are always included among the input 
clauses. Since outermost rewriting is done, whenever a formula is rewritten, it will be 
surrounded by only and and or connectives, and possibly also immediately surrounded 
by a negation sign. So, if for each formula A, we have two rules of the form rewrite(A,B) 
and rewrite(not(A),C), then we know that if A is not in a monotone context, then the 
second rule will apply (since outermost rewriting will first rewrite not(A), then A), and 
if A is in a monotone context hen the first rule will apply. 
We now show that this guarantees soundness if we only require the condition that 
(expr2) logically imply (exprl)  in a rewrite rule rewrite((exprl), (expr2)). Suppose 
<expr2) logically implies (exprl). Then ((expr2) or A) logically implies ((exprl) or A) 
for any formula A, and (<expr2) and A) logically implies ((exprl) and A). Thus, if 
Fl(expr2)] is a formula in which (expr2) appears in a monotone context, hen F[(expr2) ] 
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implies F[( exprl)  l, by repeating this argument using induction on the size of F. Thus, if 
F[(expr l ) ]  is a subgoal, we can rewrite (expr l )  to (expr2), obtaining FI(expr2)] as a 
subgoal. If F[(expr2)l  is solved, we can assume F[(exprl) l  is solved, since F[(expr2)] 
implies F[(exprl)] .  This justifies our use of rewrite rules with the relaxed condition on 
logical implication given above. 
We translated the axioms of yon Neumann-Bernays-GSdel set theory into a list of 
rewrite rules and then attempted to derive various theorems based on these rules. For 
example, consider the axiom for Subset below: 
(Vx, y) [x  ~ y ~ (Vu)[(u ~ x o u ~ y)]]. 
This axiom may be viewed as a definition of the subset predicate. Note that this definition 
contains a universal quantifier, and we would like to get the effect of replacing this 
predicate by its definition without having explicit quantifiers. Mso, since this axiom may 
be viewed as a definition of the subset predicate, we orient the rules with x c y on the 
left hand side, and with the definition (Vu)[(u e x ~ u e y)] on the right. This orientation 
might correspond to a termination ordering in which occurrences of the subset predicate 
are weighted higher than anything else, for example. For a discussion of termination 
orderings, see Dershowitz (1982). This means that the application of this rule has the 
etteet of replacing this predicate by its definition. Using "sub" for __c_ and "el" for e, this 
would be translated into the following two rewrite rules, which would be given as input 
to the prover: 
rewrite(sub(X,Y), or(not(el(fl7(X,Y),X)), el(fl7(X,Y),Y))). 
rewrite(not(sub(X,Y)), and(el(U,X), not(eI(U,Y)))), 
These rules can be given an intuitive justification, as follows. Since f17 is a new Skolem 
function, if we can prove or(not(el(fl7(X,Y),X)), el(fI7(X,Y),Y)), then we can prove 
or(not(el(Z,X)), el(Z,Y)) for any Z, hence we can prove (Vu)[(u ~ x ~ u ~ y)]. Similarly, 
if there exists a U such that and(el(U,X), not(el(U,Y))), then the subgoal and(el(U,X), 
not(el(U,Y))) can be satisfied, so we can conclude not(sub(X,Y)). 
Several points deserve mention. First of all, by our above discussion of soundness we 
require that sub(X,Y) be implied by or(not(el(fl7(X,Y),X)), eI(flT(X,Y),Y)) and we 
require that not(sub(X,Y)) be implied by and(el(U,X), not(el(U,Y))). In fact, these 
implications are not true in general. However, they are derivable from the Skolemized 
form of the subset axiom. Since we are using a refutation style theorem prover, we are 
only interested in satisfiability of the Skolemized form of the axioms. If the Skolemized 
input clauses are satisfiable, then adding some of their logical consequences will still 
result in a satisfiable set of assertions. Therefore, using logical consequences of the 
Skolemized axioms is sound. 
Note that the single subset axiom gives rise to two rewrite rules--a "positive" as well 
as a "negative" rule. This is to preserve soundness, ince sprfn performs outermost term 
rewriting. The presence of the negative rewrite rule ensures that whenever sprfn rewrites 
a term of the form sub(X,Y) with or(not(el(fl7(X,Y),X)), el(fl7(X,Y),Y))) (which implies 
that sprfn is using the positive rule) we know that this term does not appear in a negative 
context; for if it did, the prover would already have rewritten it using the negative rule. 
We should also point out what may seem at first to be a counter-intuitive feature of 
these rewrite rules. Note the presence of the Skolem function fl7(X,Y) in the positive 
rewrite rule and the unbound variable U in the negative rule. One might think that the 
situation should be reversed. However, the correctness of this procedure can be seen by 
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reflecting upon the soundness argument given above. Thus, we must express our two 
rewrite rules as given above. The effect of these rules is to replace sub(X,Y) by the 
definition (Vu)[(u e x ~ u e y)] whenever it appears. However, this is done within a prover 
that uses Skolemized clauses, and thus does not have explicit quantifiers. This method 
permits us to get the effect of replacing predicates by their definitions, even when the 
definitions contain quantifiers. Many theorems in simple set theory can be proven easily 
by repeatedly replacing predicates by their definitions, ince the result is often a tautology. 
For a listing of the code for term rewriting, the reader should consult Appendix A. 
4. Term Rewriting with a Tautology Checker 
In our first experiment, we modified sprfn to make use of a tautology checker. We say 
a formula is a tautology if it is an instance of a propositional calculus tautology. Thus 
P(x) v not P(x) is an instance of the tautology A v not A. Even if a formula is not a 
tautology, it may be possible to simplify it by converting to conjunctive normal form and 
deleting tautologous clauses; we call what is left the non-tautologous part of the formula. 
I f  the user specifies, tautology checking is done to the top level goal given to the prover. 
However, no instantiation of variables is done, because this might require backtracking. 
This tautology checking is done by the routine tautology3(X,Y), which accepts X as input 
and outputs Y as the non-tautologous part of X. Note that rewriting is applied to all 
subgoals before tautology checking. This rewriting has the effect of replacing predicates 
by their definitions. Often the rewritten formula will be a tautology. If this top level 
tautology check succeeds, the theorem isproven immediately without search. If the cheek 
fails, we can replace the top level goal X by the non-tautologous part Y of the rewritten 
X. The non-tautologous part Y will be a set of clauses, which are represented in the 
prover as a conjunctive normal form expression using explicit "and" and "or" connectives. 
Then subgoaling is applied to Y as usual. This subgoaling is possible because the prover 
has rules for dealing with explicit "and" and "or" connectives in subgoals. This replace- 
ment of X by Y often simplifies the proof. The user specifies this top.level tautology 
checking by asserting t_test in Prolog; this flag appears in a subsequent listing. In addition 
to this use of tautology3 on the top level subgoal, all other subgoals of the form or(U,V) 
are passed to a tautology checker which does instantiate variables in order to obtain a 
tautology. 
This method seems to work quite well. For one thing, if X is a tautology, the tautology 
checker allows the prover to spot this fact much sooner than if it had attempted toachieve 
its top-level goal by means of its subgoaling mechanism alone. For another, we have 
found that when X is not a tautology, by removing the tautologous portion of X and 
returning Y as the subgoal to be proved, we save the prover considerable time and avoid 
needlessly duplicated effort. 
We have included the axiom "or(X,Y) :-prolog(tautology(or(X,Y)))" to detect subgoals 
that may be tautologies. This tautology checker unifies where necessary to obtain 
tautologies. This allows us to invoke Prolog from within sprfn, and to call the Prolog 
predicate tautology/1 which succeeds if its input can be converted into a tautology via 
unification. 
Thus backtracking over the elimination of a tautologous clause is still possible, but it 
only occurs with respect to the "or" rewrite rule. This seems more efficient than permitting 
backtracking into the tautology3 routine itself (which would be required if we allowed 
unification within tautology3). 
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For further details concerning the tautology checker, the reader is referred to 
Appendix B. 
We now exhibit two examples of the prover at work, utilizing the tautology checker. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. 
In this first example, we show how the tautology cheeker eturns the non-tautologous 
portion of its input theorem, which is then proven by sprfn's subgoaling mechanism. 
Proof of  Difference and Join Theorem 
Our top-level goal is: 
(Vxy)(x-y =xn ~y). 
The theorem is that the difference of two sets is the same as the intersection of one set 
with the complement of the other. This theorem is negated and Skolemized, yielding the 
formula not(eq(diff(a,b),joia(a,comp(h)))), where a and b are Skolem constants and diff 
is set difference and comp is complement. Since this is an all negative clause, it can be 
used to start subgoaling, with eq(diff(a,b),join(a,comp(b))) as the subgoal (since we are 
trying to obtain a contradiction to the negated theorem). After reading in the input clauses, 
which contain our set theoretic rewrite rules as well as a few axioms, the prover begins 
by calling our tautology checker tautology3 on the subgoal eq(dili(a,b),join(a,comp(b))). 
This subgoal is then rewritten using the definition of eq, ditf and join. First, using the 
rewrite rule rewrite(eq(X,Y), and(sub(X,Y), sub(Y,X))), it is rewritten to the formula 
and(sub(diff(a,b),join(a, comp(b))),sub (join(a,comp (b)),diff(a,b))). 
Using the rule 
rewrite(sub(X,Y),or(not(el(fl7(X,Y),X))~el(fl7(X,Y),Y))), 
this is rewritten to 
and(or(not(el(fl7 (diff(a,b),join (a,comp(b))),diff(a,b))), 
el(fl 7(diff(a,b),join(a,comp(b))),join(a,comp(b)))), 
sub(join(a,comp(b)),diff(a,b))). 
The second expression is also rewritten in the same way. These expressions can rapidly 
become large. Eventually, rewriting is complete. The rewritten theorem can be converted 
to conjunctive normal form, and conjuncts with complementary literals (the tautologous 
portion of the theorem) can be removed. The tautology checker does not explicitly 
construct the conjunctive normal form, however. After removing the tautologous portion 
of the rewritten theorem, tautology3 returns the following: 
conjunct: 
m(f17(diff(a,b),comp(b))) 
not eI(fl7 (diff(a,b),comp(b)),a) 
el(fl7(diff(a,b),comp(b)),b) 
At this point, the tautology checker informs the user that it has a conjunction of disjunctions 
(in this ease there is only one such disjunction) left, which it could not eliminate via 
tautology checking alone. The theorem is thus equivalent to the disjunction of the three 
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literals returned. The tautology checker asks the user if he wishes to proceed, and in this 
ease we answer in the affirmative. The prover then uses the conjunct as a subgoal. Thus, 
the subgoal which the prover attempts is or(m(flT(diff(a,b),comp(b))),or(not 
el(fl7(diff(a,b),comp(b)),a), el(fl7(diff(a,b),comp(b)),b))), which is the disjunction of  
the three literals. The prover's ubgoaling procedure is now invoked, and in a short time 
sprfn returns with the following: 
proof found 
false :- cases ( 
(not el(fl 7(diff(a,b),comp(b)),a): 
(or(m(fl7(diff(a,b),comp(b))),or(not el(fl7(diff(a,b),comp(b)),a), 
el(fl7(diff(a,b),comp(b)),b))) :-(or(not el(fl7(diff(a,b),comp(b)),a), 
el(fl7(diff(a,b),comp(b)),b)) :-not el(flT(diff(a,b),comp(b)),a)))), 
(el(f17(diff(a,b),comp(b)),a): 
(or(m(fl 7(diff(a,b),comp(b))),or(not el(fl7(diff(a,b),comp(b)),a), 
el(fl7(diff(a,b),comp(b)),b))) :-(m(flT(diff(a,b),comp(b))):- 
el(fl7 (diff(a,b),comp(b)),a))))) 
size of proof 7 
8.73 cpu seconds used 
5 inferences done 
The structure of this proof is as follows: if we assume not el(fl7(diff(a,b),comp(b)),a), 
then we obtain the proof since that is one of the disjuncts. If we assume 
el(fl7(diff(a,b),comp(b)),a), then we get the proof, since there is an axiom re(X):-el(X,Y) 
that permits us to reduce m(fl7(diff(a,b),comp(b))) to el(fl7(diff(a,b),comp(b)),a). Thus 
the proof is by ease analysis. 
It is worth pointing out that by using the term rewriting facility without invoking the 
tautology checker, the prover was able to derive the theorem in 128.43 cpu seconds with 
34 inferences. We attempted to prove the theorem using neither the tautology checker 
nor rewrite rules; but after letting the prover run for over 2 hours without finding the 
proof, we put it out of its misery. It seems to be very difficult for unguided theorem 
provers to obtain results in set theory from the axioms alone. 
EXAMPLE 4.2 
In this second example, we show the prover's term rewriting facility in action. In this 
particular case, the tautology checker is able to establish that the entire input theorem is 
a tautology; hence it is unnecessary to invoke sprfn's subgoaling mechanism, since the 
theorem is already proven. 
Proof of Power Set Theorem 
Our top-level goal is: (Vxy)(pset(x r~y) = pset(x) ~ pset(y)), where pset(x) is the power- 
set (set of subsets) of x. After negation and Skolemizing, this is represented as a subgoat 
as follows: 
false :- eq(pset(join(a,b)),join(pset(a),pset(b))) 
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Thus eq(pset(join(a,b)),joirt(pset(a),pset(b))) is the top-level subgoal. After reading in 
the input clauses, which contain our set theoretic rewrite rules as well as a few axioms, 
the prover begins by oalling our tautology checker: 
t_test is asserted 
b_only is asserted 
solution_size_mult(0-1) is asserted 
proof_size_mult(0-4) is asserted 
calling(tautology3 (eq(pset(join(a,b)),join(pset(a),pset(b))),_9818)) 
After some rewriting, the procedure nf_expand is invoked, which has the effect of 
expanding the rewritten theorem into conjunctive normal form and eliminating all 
tautologous conjuncts. 
cal1(0,cnf_expand(and(and(or(or(not sub(fl7(pset(join(a,b)),pset(a)),a),not sub( 
f17(pset(join(a,b)),pset(a)),b)),sub(f17(pset(join(a,b)),pset(a)),a)),or(or(not 
sub(fl 7 (pset(join(a,b)),pset(b)),a),not sub(fl7(pset(join(a,b)),pset(b)),b)),sub( 
fl7(pset(join(a,b)),pset(b)),b))),or(or(not sub(fl7(join(pset(a),pset(b)),pset ( 
join(a,b))),a),not sub(fl7 (join(pset(a),pset(b)),pset(join(a,b))),b)),and(sub(fl7 
(join(pset(a),pset(b)),pset(join(a,b))),a),sub(fl 7(join pset(a),pset(b)),pset( 
join(a,b))),b)))),_ 15815)) 
Initially, when enf_expand is called, its output argument is the uninstantiated Prolog 
variable_iS815. But when it returns, this output argument has been instantiated to the 
empty list, signifying that no non-tautologous portion of the theorem remains: 
resutt(0,cnf_expand(and(and(or(or(not sub(fI7(pset(join(a,b)),pset(a)),a),not sub( 
f17(pset(join(a,b)),pset(a)),b)),sub(f17(pset(join(a,b)),pset(a)),a)),or(or(not 
sub(fl7(pset(join(a,b)),pset(b)),a),not sub(fl7(pset(join(a,b)),pset(b)),b)),sub( 
fl 7(pset(join (a,b)),pset(b)),b))),or(or(not sub(fl 7(join(pset(a),pset(b)),pset( 
join(a,b))),a),not sub(fl7 (join(pset(a),pset(b)),pset(join(a,b))),b)),and(sub(fl7 
(join(pset(a),pset(b)),pset(join(a,b))),a),sub(fl7(join(pset(a),pset(b)),pset( 
join(a,b))),b)))),[ ])) 
tautology3 returns: is_tautology 
theorem_is_a_tautology 
4.28 cpu seconds used 
0 inferences done 
We observed two very important things while running these tests. First of all, we found 
that including explicit rewrite rules to distribute "or" over "and" significantly slowed 
down the tautology checker. (Fortunately, the enf_expand routine is able to test for 
tautologies without requiring that its input argument be in conjunctive normal form; 
hence employing the distribution rules is not needed.) We ran tests in which these 
distribution rules were used and tests in which they were not. The results are contained 
in Appendix D. 
Secondly, we d~scovered that the depth to which term rewriting is allowed to take place 
greatly affects overall performance. For example, in the case of the Power Set theorem 
exhibited above, we did not include in our input the rewrite rules for the Subset axiom. 
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By omitting those two rules (see the earlier section: "The Term Rewriting Mechanism in 
SPRFN") we cause the prover to regard terms of the form "sub(X,Y)" as atomic and 
thus it does not rewrite them. In this way, it is able to discover that the entire theorem 
is a tautology. On the other hand, we found that if we included the rewrite rules for the 
Subset axiom, then our tautology checker was no longer able to eliminate the entire 
theorem as a tautology; indeed, it returned a significantly long conjunction, which the 
subgoaling mechanism then had to prove. This took a much greater amount of time 
(of. Table 2). 
For a complete summary of our test results using the tautology checker, the reader 
should consult Appendix D. A complete listing of all the rewrite rules we used in our 
experiments can be found in Appendix C. 
5. Term Rewriting with a Preprocessor 
In our second experiment, we used our term rewriting facility as a preprocessor. We 
discovered in our earlier experiments that, as a general rule, the more complex the 
theorem, the greater the number of terms that ultimately result from rewriting the theorem. 
In fact, we found that for certain theorems, uch as the Composition of Homomorphisms 
theorem (see below) it was physically impossible to use the tautology checker. This was 
due to the fact that one term was being rewritten to a conjunction (or disjunction) of 
several other terms, each of which was itself subject o being rewritten into a complex 
of several terms and so on. Thus, nearly exponential growth of the Prolog structure 
occurred uring the operation of the rewriting facility. This eventually caused Prolog to 
run out of stack long before the enf_expand subroutine had a chance to eliminate any 
tautologous portion of the theorem. 
We decided, therefore, to preprocess the theorem by reducing the size of the term that 
appeared as the body in the top-level goal. In general, our approach involved Skolemizing 
the negated theorem and then using the rewriting facility to produce the initial set of 
input clauses. As an illustration of this technique, we present he following proof of the 
Composition of Homomorphisms theorem. We should point out that it was necessary to 
add three simple axioms in order to derive the proof; also, it was necessary once again 
to restrain the depth to which rewriting took place. 
Proof of Composition of Homomorphisms Theorem 
Our theorem is the following: 
(V xh 1,xh 2,xs 1,xs2,xs3,xfl,xf2,xf3 )[ (hom( xh 1,xs 1,xfl,xs2,xf2 ) 
^ hom(xh2,xs2,xf2,xs3,xf3)) -~ hom(compose(xh2,xh 1),xsl,xfl,xs3,xf3)] 
The theorem is that the composition of two homomorphisms is a homomorphism. After 
Skolemizing the negation of the theorem we have three clauses to be rewritten: 
hom(ahl,asl,afl,as2,af2),hom(ah2,as2,af2,as3,af3), 
and 
not(hom(compose(ah2,ah 1),asl,afl,as3,af3)). 
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Based on these clauses, the prover's term rewriting facility produced the following set of 
input clauses: 
Clauses derived from hom(ahl,asl,afl,as2,af2): 
eq(apply(ahl,apply(afl,ord_pair(G1,G2))), 
apply(af2,ord_pair(apply(ah 1,G1),apply(ahl,G2)))) :- 
el(Gl,asl),el(G2,asl). 
maps(ahl,asl,as2). 
closed(as2,af2). 
closed(asl,afl). 
Clauses derived from hom(ah2,as2,af2,as3,af3): 
eq(apply(ah2,apply(af2,ord_pair(G3,G4))), 
apply(af3,ord_pair(apply(ah2,G3),apply(ah2,G4)))) :- 
el(G3,as2),el(G4,as2). 
maps(ah2,as2,as3). 
closed(as3,af3). 
closed(as2,af2). 
Clauses derived from not(hom(compose(ah2,ahl),asl,afl,as3,af3)): 
el(g5,asl). 
el(g6,asl). 
false :- 
eq(apply(ah2,apply(ahl,apply(afl,ord_pair(g5,g6)))), 
apply(af3,ord_pair(apply(ah2,apply(ahl,g5)),apply(ah2,apply(ah 1,g6))))), 
maps (compose(ah2,ah I ),as 1, as 3), 
closed(as3,af3), 
closed(asl,afl). 
Note that our top-level goal has become: 
false :- 
eq(apply(ah2,apply(ahl,apply(afl,ord_pair(g5,g6)))), 
apply(af3,ord_pair(apply(ah2,apply(ahl,g5)),apply(ah2,apply(ah 1,g6))))), 
maps(compose(ah2,ahl),asl,as3), 
olosed(as3,af3), 
closed(as 1,afl). 
In addition to these input clauses, we added three axioms. The first two of these are 
trivial while the third, although non-trivial, can be derived by the prover in 24.63 cpu 
seconds after 15 inferences. 
Axioms for proof of homomorphism theorem: 
eq(apply(XF1,S1),apply(XF2,S2)) :- 
eq(S1,S3),eq(apply(XF1,S3),apply(XF2,S2)). 
el(apply(XF, X),S2) :-maps (XF, S 1,S2),eI(X,S 1). 
maps(compose(X,Y),S 1,$3):-maps (Y,S 1,S2),maps(X,S2,S3). 
Finally, we added some extra rewrite rules which serve only to cut down on the size of 
data structures that result from term rewriting. We observed that certain terms appear 
repeatedly. The efficiency of the prover is improved markedly if these terms are replaced 
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by new constant symbols. In general, such rewrite rules may cause a prover to be 
incomplete, since we are not doing paramodulation. However, these rules do not al~ect 
soundness. 
Rewrite rules to handle large terms: 
rewrite(f32(ahl,asl,afl,as2,af2),gl). 
rewrite ( f33 ( ah 1, as 1,afl, as 2, af2 ),g2 ). 
rewrite(f32(ah2,as2,af2,as3,af3),g3). 
rewrite(f33 (ah2,as2,af2,as3,af3),g4). 
rewrite(f32(compose(ah2,ahl),asl,af1,as3,af3),gS). 
rewrite(f33 (compose(ah2,ahl),as 1,afl,as3,af3),g6). 
rewrite(apply(compose(XF1,XF2),S),apply(XFl,apply(XF2,S))). 
Given this preprocessed input, sprfn is able to derive the following proof of the theorem: 
proof found 
false :-lemma((eq(apply(ah2,apply(ahl,apply(afl,ord_pair(g5,g6)))), 
apply(af3,ord_pair(apply(ah2,apply(ahl,g5)), 
apply(ah2,apply(ahl,g6))))) :-[ ])), 
maps(compose(ah2,ahl),asl,as3) :- 
maps(ahl,asl,as2), 
maps(ah2,as2,as3)), 
closed(as3,af3), 
closed(asl,afl). 
size of proof 18 
30.2333 cpu seconds used 
14 inferences done 
Note that the proof involves a lemma, which sprfa derived in the course of its operation. 
If we so desire, we can ask the prover to show us how it came up with this Iemma. When 
we do so, it responds with the following derivation: 
proof of lemma: 
false :- (eq(apply(ah2,apply(ahl,apply(afl,ord_pair(g5,g6)))), 
apply(af3,ord_pair(apply(ah2,apply(ah 1,g5)),
apply(ah2,apply(ahl,g6))))) :- 
lemma((eq(apply(ahl,apply(afl,ord_pair(gS,g6))), 
apply(af2,ord_pair(apply(ahl,g5),apply(ahl,g6)))) :-[ ])), 
(eq(apply(ah2,apply(af2,ord_pair(apply(ahl,g5),apply(ahl,g6)))), 
apply(af3,ord_pair(apply(ah2,apply(ah 1,g5)),
apply(ah2,apply(ah 1,g6))))):- 
lemma((el(apply(ahl,g5),as2) :-[ ] ), 
(el(apply(ahl,g6),as2) :- 
maps(ah 1,as 1,as2),el(g6,as 1)))). 
size of proof 11 
26.9166 epu seconds used 
13 inferences done 
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6. Application to Resolution Theorem Provers 
We briefly indicate how the techniques described here can be applied to resolution 
theorem provers or other theorem provers based on clause form. The idea is to introduce 
a clause rewriting operation that is similar to the rewriting operation used in our Prolog 
prover. Recall again the rewrite rules 
rewrite(sub(X,Y), or(not (el(f17(X,Y),X)),el(f17(X,Y),Y))). 
rewrite(not(sub(X,Y)), and(el(U,X), not(el(U,Y)))). 
These rules can also be applied to clauses. A clause of the form sub(X,Y) v D can be 
rewritten to not(el(U,X))v el(U,Y)v D using the second rule. A clause of the form 
fiot(sub(X,Y))vD can be rewritten to the two clauses el(flT(X,Y),X)vD and 
not(el(fl7(X,Y),Y)) v D using the first rule. This may seem counter-intuitive, since we 
are rewriting a literal of the form not(sub(X,Y)) using a rewrite rule whose left hand side 
is sub(X,Y), and we are rewriting a literal of the form sub(X,Y) using a rewrite rule 
whose left hand side is not(sub(X,Y)). One way to see this is to view the clause 
sub(X,Y) v D as the Prolog clause 
D :-not sub(X,Y), 
that is, D is implied by not(sub(X,Y)), and to view the clause not(sub(X,Y)) v D as the 
Prolog clause 
D :-sub(X,Y), 
that is, D is implied by sub(X,Y). Another way to see this is to note that the rewrite rules 
given above correspond to the assertions that sub(X,Y) is implied by 
or(not(el(fl7(X,Y),X)), el(fl7(X,Y),Y)) and that not(sub(X,Y)) is implied by 
and(el(U,X), not(el(U,Y))). Converting these assertions to clause form, we obtain the 
clauses 
C~: sub(X,Y), el(fl7(X,Y),X) 
C2: sub(X,Y), not(el(fl7(X,Y),Y)) 
C3: not(sub(X,Y)), not(el(U,X)), el(U,Y), 
which are the Skolemized form of the definition of the subset predicate. Resolving 
sub(X,Y) v D with C3, we obtain not(el(U,X)) v el(U,Y) v D. Resolving not(sub(X,Y)) v
D with CI and C2, respectively, we obtain the clauses el(fl7(X,Y),X)vD and 
not(el(flT(X,Y),Y)) v D. Thus our rewriting is really a restricted form of resolution. 
We have shown how rewriting can be applied to clauses. This is possible for any 
definition of a predicate by a quantified formula. We have also indicated why this rewriting 
operation is sound. In general, the condition about monotone contexts is taken care of 
automatically since clauses contain only implicit monotone connectives except for nega- 
tion signs in literals. This clause rewriting operation should permit some of the same 
efficiencies that we have observed, to be obtained also for resolution theorem provers 
and other theorem provers based on clause form. 
There is a difference between clause rewriting and resolution, however. Instead of 
unification, matching on the literal sub(X,Y) is used. In the above example, this does 
not matter, but it may matter elsewhere. We may have a rule which rewrites el(X,join(Y,Z)) 
to and(el(X,Y), eI(X,Z)), for example. This rule will apply to clauses containing a literal 
which is an instance of not(el(X,join(Y,Z))), but will not apply to clauses containing the 
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literal not(el(X,U)), since matching rather than unification is used. To unify not(el(X,U)) 
with not(el(X,join(Y,Z))), it is necessary to bind the variable U to join(Y,Z) but this is 
not permitted since we are matching the literal and not unifying. 
7. Summary of Results and Some Outstanding Problems 
The techniques we employed allowed us to prove moderately sophisticated set theoretic 
theorems in rapid time with few inferences. These theorems would have been much more 
difficult to derive without the rewrite rules; indeed, sprfn was unable to derive some of 
them when run without the rewrite rules. Undoubtedly it would have been beyond the 
power of a typical resolution theorem prover to derive most of the theorems in question. 
We have found that removing the tautologous portion of a theorem by means of  some 
filter such as our tautology checker seems to speed up the derivation time, by allowing 
the prover to focus its attention on the non-tautologous a pects of the theorem. Further- 
more, we discovered that the depth to which term rewriting is allowed greatly effects the 
prover's ability to arrive at a proof. Clearly, more work needs to be done in this area. At 
the present time, human intervention is required to adjust erm rewriting depth; hopefully 
this can be automated to some extent in the future. 
Our research leads us to conclude that preprocessing input clauses by means of rewrite 
rules is also highly effective in directing a theorem prover's attention towards a fast, 
relatively short proof. Although this kind of preprocessing is presently being done by 
hand, we are confident hat it can be fully automated. 
Finally, among the practical results that we obtained, it bears mentioning that it pays 
to avoid distributing "or" over "and" by means of rewrite rules. 
At the same time, we discovered that there are limits to the power of term rewriting 
in connection with proving theorems from set theory. For one thing, we found that the 
sizes of clauses grows almost exponentially when terms are rewritten by terms which are 
themselves subject o being rewritten, and so forth. Although this problem has no affect 
on soundness, the physical imitations of the computer itself come into play at this point, 
causing the prover to run out of stack before it can complete its rewriting phase. This 
problem is also caused by the fact that our representation f terms does not share structure 
between common subterms; such sharing is difficult in the Prolog implementations we 
used. For provers with common structure for repeated subterms, the large terms generated 
would be less of a problem. 
We also realize that our procedure is not complete, if rewriting takes place at the wrong 
time. For example, suppose we have the rewrite rule: B ~ P(x)  and we wish to demonstrate 
that the following theorem has a tautologous instance: 
B v (~P(a)  A --P(b)). 
I f  we rewrite B before we distribute "or" over "and", we have: 
e(x)  v (~P(a)  A --P(b)) 
from which we can only derive: 
(P(x)  v -P (a ) )  ^ (P(x) v ~P(b) )  
and this is not tautologous no matter how we instantiate the variable x. Yet if we distribute 
"or" over "and" before rewriting B, we have: 
(B v --P(a))  ^  (B v -P (b ) )  
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f rom which we can derive the formula: 
(P (x )  v ~ e(a )  ) A (P(y)  v - -e (  b )) 
since Prolog will provide a different variable each time it replaces B with P(x).  This has 
a tautologous instance since the variables x and y can be replaced by different constants. 
This raises the following questions. Is term replacement more complete than term 
rewriting? How complete is term replacement for existentially quantified variables? Is 
replacement equivalent to delayed term rewriting? More work needs to be done before 
we are in a position to answer these questions. 
Finally, the approaches to term rewriting that we explored are not effective when trying 
to prove theorems that require creative insight, For example, in one of our experiments 
we tried to deduce Cantor's Theorem using our rewrite rules. However, we discovered 
that sprfn was unable to find the proof without being given quite a bit of non-trivial 
information. Specifically, we had to provide it with axioms implying (1) that any function 
induces its own diagonal set and (2) that the relation which pairs a unit set with its single 
element is a one-one function. Once these axioms were supplied, by making use of  our 
rewrite rules the prover was able to derive Cantor's Theorem in 33.65 cpu seconds with 
12 inferences. Nevertheless, one would like the prover to be able to realize on its own 
that such sets and functions exist. Yet recognizing that there is such a thing as the diagonal 
of  a function and that such a set might be useful in this case requires a kind of insight 
that goes far beyond syntactic manipulations. Unfortunately, term rewriting alone does 
not provide the necessary machinery for the prover to possess this kind of creative insight. 
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Appendix A 
Code for Routines that Perform Top Level Replacement and General Rewriting 
replace_rewrite(X,Y,YN) :- 
(replacements -> replace(X,X 1,XNI), 
((rewrites,+ f__chaining) -> rewrite(X1,Y,XN1,XN2) ; 
XN2 = XN1, Y -- X1) ; 
((rewrites, + f__chaining) -> rewrite(X,Y,XN2) ; 
(Y = X, copy(Y,XN2)))), 
(Y ~--- XN2 -> YN = Y ; 
(copy(Y,Yb0, 
numbervars(YN,0,__))),!. 
replace(X,Z,ZN) :- % X is input, Z output, ZN possible ground instance 
copy(X,XN), 
(X ~ XN -> % ground term 
replace(X,Z,XN,ZN) ; 
(numbervarsfXN,0,..), 
replace(X,Z,XN~ZN))). 
replace(X,Z,XN,ZN) :- 
replacel(X,Y,XN,YN), l, 
replace(Y,Z,YN,ZN), 
pprin t(replace(X,Z)). 
replace(X,X,XN,XN). 
replacel (L,MJ.,N,MN) :- % do one step replacing at top level 
(L ~ LN -> % like rewrite1 below 
(replace_rule(L,M), copy(/vI,MN)) ; 
(copy(LN,LNC), 
(LN ~--- LNC -> % ground instance 
(clause(replace_rule(LN,MN),tr ue,ReO, 
clause(replacc_mle(L,M),true,Ref)) ; 
(copy(LJ~C), 
numbervars(LC,0,..), 
clause(replace_mlc(LC,MN),true,Ref), 
clause(replace_rulc(L,M),true,Ref))))). 
% In rewrite(L,M,LN,MN), L is input term, M is rewritten term, 
% LN is possibly ground instance of L, MN is possibly ground 
% instance of M, 
rewritel(L,M,LN,MN') :- % do one step rewriting at top level 
(L ~ LN -> % ground term 
(rewfite_rule(L,M), copy(M,MN)) ;
(copy(I.aN,LNC), 
('LN ~ LNC -> % ground instance 
(clause(rewritejule(LN,MN),true,Re f), 
clausc(rewrite_.rute(L,M),true,Re0) ; 
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(copy(L,LC), 
numbervars(LC,0,_), 
clause(rewrite_rule(LC,MN),true,Re0, 
clause(re wfite_.rule(L,M),lrue,Ref) ))) . 
rewrite__filterfX,X) :- vat(X),!. % can't rewrite a variable 
% rewrite_filter(andCX,Y),and(X,Y)) :- !. % don't rewrite a conjunction, 
% wait and rewrite subgoals eparately 
rewrite_tilterCA,X) :- 
+ top_connective(X), 
copyCA,Y), 
irreducible(Y), !. % if irreducible, stop. 
mwrite(X,Y,YN) :- 
rewrite_filterCX,Y), !.
rewrite(X,Y,YN) :- 
copy(X,XN), 
(X ~ XN -> % ground term 
rewrite0(X,Y,X2q,YN) ; 
(n umbervarsCXN,0,_.), 
rewrite0(X,Y,XN,YN))). 
% add third argument, numbervars'd 
% term 
rewrite(X,Y,XN,YN) :- 
rewrite_filter(X,Y),l,XN =YN. 
rewrite(X,Y,XN,YN) :- 
rewrite0(X,Y,XN,YN). 
rewrite0CA,Z,XNY_2~ :- 
rewrite 1(X,Y,XN,YN),t, 
pprint(rewrite(X,Y)), 
rewrite(Y,Z,YN,ZN). 
% do outermost rewriting 
rewrite0(X,Z,XN,ZN') :- % reduce subterms, assea't 
rewrite_args(X,Y,XN,YN'),!, % irreducible if so 
(X - -  Y -> rewrite2(Y,Z,YN,ZN) ; 
(Y=Z,  
(top connective(Y) -> true ; 
(copy(Y,W), numbervars(W,0,..), 
passert(irreducible(W)))))). 
~wriu~2(X,Z,XNY_.N) :- 
rewrit~l(X,Y,XN,YN),!, 
pprint(rewrite(X,Y)), 
rewrite(YZ,YN,ZN). 
% do one rewrite at top level 
% then innermost rewriting 
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rewrite2(X,X,XN,XN) :- 
(top_connective(X) ->true ; 
(copy(X,W), 
numbervars(W,OJ, 
passert(irreduciblc (W)))). 
% assert irreducible term 
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Code for Tautology Checker 
Appendix B 
% X is input formula; after ewrite rules have been applied and 
% tautologous clauses have been removed, Y is returned as the 
% non-tautologous remainder (if any) 
tautology3(X,Y) :-
pprint(calling(tautology3(X,Y))), 
replace_rewrite(X,X 1,..), % apply rewrite rules to X 
asscrta(cnf__cnt(0)), 
cnf_expand(X 1,X2), % remove tautologous portion of X 
retract(cnf_cntO), 
descend__sort(X2,X3), 
remove_subsumed(X3,X4), % remove subsumed conjunets 
reformulateOs % reformulate back to CNF 
taut..tzint(X4). % print non-tautologous remainder 
cnf._expand(and(X,Y),Z) :-!,
cnf_.count(N), 
pprint(call0N, cnf..expand(and(X,Y), Z )), 
cnf..expand(X,Z1), % expand each conjunct 
cnf_.expand(Y,Z2), 
append(ZI,Z2,Z), 
pprint(result(N,cnf_expand(and(X,Y), Z))). 
cnf...expand(or(X,Y),Z) :- !, 
cnf_count(N), 
pprint(call(N,r 
cnf_expand(X,Z1), % expand each disjunct 
cnf._expand(YZ2), 
list_non_tauts(ZI,Z:2,Z), % Z is non-tautologous remainder 
pprint(result(N,cnf__expand(or(X,Y), Z))). 
cnf_expand(X,Z) :-
cnf_count(N), 
Z= IX], 
pprint(call(N,cnf._expand(X,Z))). 
% make a list (Z) of all the non-tautologous clauses that can be formed 
% from the two input lists 
1.ist_non tauts([Z1HIZ 1T],Z2,Z) :- 
list_non tautsl (Z1H,Z2,L1), 
list_non tauts(Z1T,Z2,L2), 
append(L 1 ,L2,Z). 
lisUnon_muts(O ~,0). 
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list_non_tauts 1 ('Z 1H,[Z2Hg2T],Z):- 
make_clause(Z 1HcZ2H,C), 
taut_clause(C), %check if C is a tautologous clause 
lisLnonJautsl ('Z1 H~2T,L2), 
Z--L2. 
list._non_tauts 1 (Z 1H,[Z2HIZ2T],Z):- 
make_clause,(Z 1H,Z2H,C), 
list_non tauts 1(Z 1H,Z2T,L2), 
append([C],L2~). 
list_non_tauts 1C.,0,0). 
% C is a taut_clause iff C contains Y and not(Z) where Y --- Z 
taut_clause(C) :- 
append(L, [XIT], C), 
negate(X,Y), 
memq(Y,T). 
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Appendix C 
Axioms and Rewrite Rules Based on yon Neumann-Bernays-Gfdel S tTheory 
1. Standard Rewrites for Logical Connectives 
rewrite(if(X,then(Y)), or(notfX3,Y)). 
rewritz(not(or(X,Y)),and(not(X),not(Y))). 
rewrite(not(and(X,Y)),or(not(X),not(Y))). 
rewrite(not(not(X)),X). 
rewrite(or(X ,and(Y ,Z)) ,and (or (X,Y),or(X ~Z))). 
rewrite(or(and(X,Y),Z),and(or(X,Z),or(Y,Z))). 
or(x,Y) :-- prolog(tautology(or(X,Y))). 
orO(,Y) :-- X. 
or(X,Y) :-- Y. 
and(X,Y) :-- X,Y. 
rewrite(l_and(tX]), X). 
rewdte(l_and([X,YIT]), an d(X,l_and([YIT]))). 
rewrite(not(l_and([X])), not(X)). 
rewrite(not(l_and([X,YIT])), or(not(X),not(l_and(WIT])))). 
rewrite(l_or([X-J), X). 
rewrite(l_or([X,YIT]), or(X,l_or([YIT]))). 
rewrite(notfl_or([X])), not(X)). 
rewrite(not(l or([X,YIT])), ~nd(not(X),not(l..or([YIT])))). 
2. Axioms and Basic Definitions 
Axiom A-1 little sets are sets (ommitted because all objects are sets) 
Axiom A-2 elements of sets are little sets 
(Vx,y)txey ~ m(x)] 
re(X) :- elfX,Y). 
Axiom A-3 principle of extensionality 
(Vx ,y)[(Vu)[m(u) ~ (u ~x ~, uEy)] ..o x=y] 
rewrite.(eq(X,Y), and(sub(X,Y), sub(Y,X))). 
rewrite(not(eq(X,Y)), or(not(sub(X,Y)), not(sub(Y,X)))). 
rewrite(m eq(X,Y),l..and([m (x),m(Y),eq(X,Y)])). 
rewrite(not (meqfX,y)),l_or([not(m(X)),not(mfY)),not(eq(X,Y))])). 
rewrite(eq(set(x),set(y)),meq(X,y)). 
rewrite(no t(eq(set(X),set(y))) ,not(meq(X,Y))). 
rewri.te(eq(setCX'),.set(y,z)),l_and([meq(X,Y),meq(X,Z),meq(Y,Z)])). 
rewnte(n•t(eq(set(X-)•set(`Y•Z)))••-•r([not(meq(X•Y))•n•t(meqCX•Z))'n•t(meq(Y•Z))])). 
rewrite(eq(set(X,y) ,set(Z)),e q(set(Z),set(X,Y))). 
rewrite(not(eq(setfX,Y),set(Z))) ,not(eq(setgZ),set(X,Y)))). 
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rewrite(eq(setCA,Y),set(W ~,)) ,or(and(meqCX,W),meq(Y Z)) r eqCA,Z),meq(Y,W)))). 
rewrite(not(eq(set(X,Y),set(W,Z))),and(or(not(meq(X,W)),not(meq(Y,Z))), 
or(not(meq(X,Z)),not(meq(Y,W))))). 
rewrite(eq(ord_pairCX,tO,ord..pair(W~)),and(meq(X,W)gneq(Y~))). 
rewrite(not(eq(ord__pair(X,Y),ord_pair(W,Z))),or(not(meqCX,W)),not(meq(Y,Z)))). 
Axiom A-4 existence of nonordered 
(vu,x,y)[ue(x,y; ~ [m(u)^(u=x v u=y)] 
(Vx ,y)[m (:x,y))] 
rewrite(el(U,setCA,Y)), and(m(U), or(eq(U,X),eq0d,Y)))). 
rewrite(not(el(U,set(X,Y))), or(not(re(U)), and(not(eq(U,X)),not(eq(U,Y))))). 
Definition of singleton set 
f~x )[{x }={x ,x ~] 
eq(set(X'), set(X,X)). 
Definition of ordered pair 
(Vx ,y)[~,y >=fix),{x,y)~] 
eq(ord _pairCA,Y), set(setCX), setCA,Y))). 
m(ord_pairCA,Y)). 
Definition of opp (ordered pair predicate) 
(Vx )[opp (x ) ~ ~ ,z)[m (y) ^  m (z ) ^  x=<y ,z >]] 
rewrite(opp(X), 1 and([m(Y), re(Z), eqCX, ord_.gair(Y,Z))])), 
rewrite(not(opp(X)), l_or([not(m(f2(X))), not(m(f3(X))), 
not(eq(X, ord__pair(f2(X),f3(X))))])). 
opp(ord_pair(X,Y)). 
Axiom of first 
(vz ,x)[z ~ fwst(x ) ~ re(z) ^  (~u,v)[m (u) ^  m (v) ^ x=<u,v> ^z ~ u]] 
rewrite(first(ord..gairCA,Y)),X). 
rcwrite(el(ftrst(ord__pair(X,Y)),Z),el(X,Z)), 
rewrite(n or(el(firs t(ord..pair(X,Y))~)) ,not(el(X,Z))). 
rewrite(el(Z, firstfX')), l_and([m(Z), re(U), re(V), eq(X, ord._pair~,V)), elfZ,tJ)])). 
rewrite(not(el(Z, first(X))), l_or([not(m(Z)), not(m(f4(Z,X))), not(m(fSf'Z,X))), 
not(eq(X, ord._pair(f4(Z,X),f5(Z,X)))), not(el(Z,f4(Z,X)))])), 
Axiom of second 
f~z,xXz ~second(x) ~ re(z) ^  (~,v)tm(u) ^re(v) ^x--<u ,v> ^  zGv]] 
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rewrite(second(ord._pairCX,Y)),Y). 
rewrite(el(second(ord_.pair(X,Y)),Z),el(Y,Z)). 
rewrite(not(el(seeond(ord._pair(X,Y)),Z)),not(el(Y,Z))). 
rewrite(el(Z, secondCX')), l_and([m(Z), re(U), re(V), eq(X, ord_pair(U,V)), eI(Z,V)])). 
rewrite(not(el(Z, secondfX'))), l_or([not(m(Z)), not(m(f6CZ,X))), not(m(t'7(z,X))), 
not(eqCA, ord...pair(f6(Z,X),f7('Z,X)))), not(el(Z,f7(Z,X)))])). 
Axiom B-1 estin (element relation) 
(vz)[z e estin ~ m (z ) ^ opp (z ) ^first (z )e second(z)] 
rewrite(el(Z, estin), l_and([m(Z), opp(Z), el(first(Z), second(Z))])). 
rewrite(not(el(Z, estin)), l_or([not(m(Z)), not(opp(Z)), not(el(first(Z), second(Z)))])). 
Axiom B-2 intersection 
(vz ,x,y)[z ~ (xny)  ~ m (z) ^  z ~x  ^  zey]  
rewrite(el(Z, join(X,Y)), and(el(Z,X-), el(Z,Y))). 
rewrite(not(el(Z, join(X,Y))), or(not(el(Z,X)), not(el(Z,Y)))). 
Axiom B-3 complement 
(Vz,x) [ze-x ~m(z)^zax]  
rewrite(el(Z, comp(X)), and(m(Z), not(el(Z, X)))). 
rewrite(not(el(Z, comp(X))), or(not(re(Z)), el(Z, X))). 
Definition of union 
(Vx ,y )Ix uy =-(-x n-y)] 
rewrite(el(Z, union(X,Y)), and(re(Z), or(el(Z,X), eI(Z,Y)))). 
rewrite(not(el(Z, union(X,Y))), or(not(m(Z)), and(not(el(Z,X)), not(el(Z,Y))))). 
rewrite(el(Z, union(X,Y)), or(el(Z,X), el(Z,Y))). 
rewrite(not(el(Z, union(X,Y))), and(not(el(Z,X)), not(el(Z,Y)))). 
Axiom B-4 domain 
(Vz ,x )[z E domain (x ) e.~ rn (z ) ^ ~.p  )[m (xp ) ^ opp (xp ) A xp ex  ^  z=first (xp )] 
rewrite(el(Z, domain(X)), l_and([m(Z), mCXP), opp(XP), el(XP,X), eq(Z, first(XP))])). 
rewrite(not(el(Z, domain(X'))), l or([not(m(Z')), not(m(fS(Z,X))),not(opp(fS(Z,X))), 
not(el(fS(Z,X),X)), not(eq(Z, first(fS(Z,X))))])). 
Axiom B-5 cross product 
fiz ,x,y)[zEz• ~ re(z) ^opp(z) ^ firSt(z)ex ^#econd(z)ey] 
rewrite(el(ord..pair('X,Y'),prod(W ,Z)),and(eI('X,W),elCY ~Z))). 
rewrite(not(r 
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rewrite,(el(Z,prod(X,Y)), 1 and([m(Z), opp(Z), el(first(Z),X), r 
rewrite(not(r l_or([not(m(Z)), not(opp(Z)), not(el(first(Z),X)), 
not(el(second(Z),Y))])), 
Axiom B-6 converse 
C~z,x)[z~converse (x) ~ re(z) ^ opp(z) ^ <second(z)girst(z)>~x] 
rewrite(converse(ident),iden0. 
rewrite,(el(Z,converse(X')), l_and([m(Z), opp(Z), el(ord_pah'(se.cond(Z),fi.rst(Z)),X)])). 
rewrite(not(el(Z,converse(~)), l._or([not(m(Z)), not(opp(Z)), 
not(el(ord..pair(second(Z),first(Z)),X))])). 
Axiom B-7 rotateright 
C4z ,x)[z ~rotateright(x) ~ m (z ) ^ (~u ,v ,w)[m(u ) ^ re(v) Am(w) A 
2:<u,<v,W>> A.<y,<WJ~>>EX]]  
rewrite(el(Z, rotate fight(X)), 1 and([m(Z), m(U), re(V), re(W), 
eq(Z ,ord~,  ord..pair(V,W))), el(ord_pair(V,ord_pair(W,U)), X)])). 
rewrite(not(el(Z, rotate_right(X))), 1 or([not(re(Z)), not(m(f9(Z,X))), 
not(m(fl0(Z,X))), not(m(fl 1 (Z,X))), 
not(eq(Z,ord_pair(f9(Z,X3,ord_.pair(fl0(Z,X),fl I(Z,X3)))), 
not(el(ord_.pair(fl0(Z,X),ord~air(fl 1 (Z,X),f9(Z,X))), X))])). 
Axiom B-8 flip_range 
(Vz,x)[z E flip_range (x ) ~-~ re(z) A (~u ,v ,w )[m (u ) ^ re(v) Am(w)^ 
z=<U ,<v,W >> A <U ,<w ,V >>Ex] ]  
rewrite,(el(Z,flip_range,(X)), I and([m(Z), re(U), mOT), re(W), 
eq(Z, ord_.pair(U,ord_.pair(V,W))), el(ord_pair(U,ord_pair(W,V)),X)])). 
rewrite(not(el(Z,flip_rangefX))), l_or([not(m(Z)), not(m(fl2(Z,X))), not(m(fl3(Z,X'))), 
not(m(fl4(Z,X'))), not(eq(Z, ord__pair(f12(Z,X),ord_pair(fl3(Z,X'),f 14(Z,X))))), 
not(el(ord_.pair(fl 2(Z,X),ord._pair(f14(Z,X),f13(Z,X))),X))])). 
Definition of successor 
(vx )[succ (x ~-xv{x J] 
rewrite(suce(X), union(X,set(X))). 
Definition of 0 (empty set) 
(v=)[z ~ o] 
m(0). 
not(el(Z,0)). 
Definition of V (universal seO 
(vz)[zeV ~ re(z)] 
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rewdte(el(z,universe), r (Z)). 
rewdte.(no t(el(Z,universe)), not(mfZ))). 
Axiom C-I infinity 
(-~)[m (y) ^  O~ y ^ (vx )[x E y -~ succ (x )~ y ]] 
m(f15). 
el(0,fl5). 
el(suceCX), flS) :- el(X,flS). 
Axiom C-2 sigma (union of elements) 
(vz ,x)[z e s/gma (x) ~ re(z)  ^  (-~)[m (y) ^ yex  ^  zey]] 
(Vu )[m(u ) ~ re(sigma(u))] 
rewrite(el(Z, sigma(X)), l..and([m(Z), m(Y), eI(Y,X), eI(Z,Y)])). 
rewrite(not(el(Z, sigma(X))), l_or([not(m(Z)), not(m(fl6(Z,X))), 
not(el(fl6(Z,X),X)), not(el(Z,fl6(Z,X)))])). 
re(sigma(U)) :-m(Lr). 
Definition of subset 
(Vx,y)[xg;zy ~ f~u)[m(u) ~ (uex --* uey)]l 
rewrite(sub(X,Y), or(not(el(fl7(X,Y),X)), eI(flT(X,Y),Y))). 
rewdte(not(sub('X,Y)), and(el(U,X), not(el(U,Y)))). 
replace(sub(X,Y), or(not(el(fl7(x,Y),X)), eI(fl7(X,Y),Y))). 
replace(not(sub(X,Y)), and(el(U,X), not(el(U,Y)))). 
sub(X,Z) :- sub(X,Y),sub(Y,Z). 
Specialized subset rewrite rules 
rewrite(sub(set(X3,set(Y)),meq(X,Y)). 
rewnte(not(sub(setfX),set(Y))),not(meq(X,Y))). 
rewnte(sub(set(X'),set(Y,g)),or(meq(X,Y),meq(X,Z'))). 
rewnte(not(sub(set(X'),set(Y,Z))),and(not(meq(x,Y)).not(meqCX,Z)))). 
rewrtte(sub(set(X,Y),set(Z)),and(meq(X,Z),meq(Y,Z))). 
rewrate(not(sub(set(X,Y),set(Z))),or(not(meq(x,Z)),not(meq(Y~)))). 
rewnte(sub(set(X,Y),s~t(W,Z)),or(and(meq(X,W),meq(Y,Z)), and(meq(X,Z),meq(Y,W)))). 
rewnte(not(sub(set(-X,Y'),set(W,Z))),and(or(not(meq(X,W)),not(meqfY,Z))), 
or(not(eq(X,:7.)),not(eq(Y,W))))). 
rewrite(sub(X,pset(Y)), or(not(el(fl7(X,pset(Y)),X)), el(fl7(X,pset(Y)),pset(Y)))). 
rewrite(not(sub(X,psetO0)), and(el(U,X), not(sub(U,Y)))). 
rewrite(sub(XOoin(Y,Z)), and(sub(X,Y),sub(X,Z))). 
rewrite(not(sub(X join(Y,Z))), or(not(sub(X,Y)),not(sub(X,Z)))). 
rewrite(subCorod(X,Y),prod(W,Z)),and(sub(x,W),sub(Y,Z))), 
rewrite(not(sub(prod(X,Y),prod(W,Z))),or(not(sub(X,W)),not(sub(Y,Z)))). 
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Axiom C-3 power set 
(Vz ,x)[z ~ pset (x ) ~ re(z) A z c.x ] 
(Vu )[ra (u ) ~ m fpset (u)] 
rewrite(el(Z, pset(X')), sub(Z,X)). 
rewrite(not(el(Z, pset(X))), not(sub(Z,X))). 
m(psetCt.J)) :- re(U). 
Definition of relation 
(Vz)[relation(z) #-~ (Vx)[m(x) ~ (x~z ~ opp(x))]] 
rewdte(relation('Z), l_or([not(el(flS(Z),Z)), opp(fl8(Z))])). 
rewrite(not(relation(Z)), l_and([el(X,Z), not(oppCX))])). 
Definition of sing_val (single valued se0 
(Vx)[sing_val (x) ~-> (Vu ,v ,w)[m (u)^ m (v) ^  m (w) --4 (<u ,v >ex a <u ,w >ex ~ v---w)]] 
rewrite(sing__val(X), 1 or([not(el(ord_pair(fl 9(X),f20(X)),X)), 
not(el(ord_pair(f19(X),t'21CA)),X)), eq(f20(X3,f2100)])). 
rewrite(not(sing_.val(X)), l_and([el(ord_pair(U,V),X), el(ord..pair(U,W),X), 
not(eq(V,W))])). 
Definition of function 
(Vxf )[function (xrf ) ~ relation (xf ) ^  sing val(~)] 
rewrite(function(XF), and(relation(XF), sing_val(XF))). 
rewrite(not(functionCXF)), or(not(relation(XF)), not(sing_val(X~))). 
rewrite(function(converse(XF)) ,if(a nd(el(ord_pair(g4(X-F'),g5(XF)),XF), 
el(g6(XF),g5 CXF))),then(eq(g4(XF),g6(XF))))). 
rewrite(not(function(eonverseCXF))) ,or (and(el(X,XF),not(oppCX'))), 
l_and([el(ord_pair(X,Y),XF),el(ord_pair(Z,Y),XF),not(eq(X,Z))]))). 
Axiom C-4 image and substitution 
(Vz ,x jcf )[z ~ image (x ,xf ) ~ m (z ) A ~'~Sy )[m (y ) a opp (y ) ^ y ~xf  ^  
first (y )~ x A second (y )=z ]] 
(Vx ,xf)[m (x) A function (xf ) ---> m (image (x,xf ))] 
rewrite(el(Z, image(X,XF)), l_and([m(Z), re(Y), opp(Y), eI(Y,XF), 
el(first(Y),X), eq(second(Y),Z)])). 
rewrite(not(el(Z, imageCA,XF))), l_.or([not(m(Z)), not(m(f22(Z,X,XF))), 
not(opp(f22(Z,X,XF))), not(el(f22(Z,X,XF),XF')), 
not(el(ftrst(f22(Z,X,XF)),X)), not(eq(second(f22(Z,g,XF)),Z))])) 9 
m(image(X,XF)) :- INCA), function(XF). 
Definition of disjoint 
(Vx,y )[disjoint (x,y ) ~ (Vu )[m (u ) --~ u a x v u~y)]] 
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rewrite(disjointfX,Y), or(not(el(f23(X,Y),X)), not(el(f23(X,Y),Y)))). 
rewrite(not(disjoint(X,Y)), and(el(U,X'), el(U,Y))). 
Definition of set difference 
(Vxo, , z ) [x~y-z  (--> xey  ^xaz]  
rewrite(el(X,diff(Y,Z)), and(el(X,Y),not(el(X,Z)))). 
rewrite(not(el(X,diff(Y ,Z))), or(not(el(X,Y)),el(X,Z))). 
Axiom D regularity 
(Vx )[x #O --q, (~u)[m (u) ^  u e x ^ disjoint (u ,x )]] 
eI(f24OO,X) :- not(eq(X,0)). 
disjoint(f24(X),X) :- not(eq(X,0)). 
Axiom E choice 
~a )f.function (u ) ^ (Vx )[m (x ) ^ x ~ ~ :::~)[m (y) ^  y ~ x ^ <x,y >~ u]] 
function(f25). 
el(f26(X),X) :- toO0, not(eq(X,0)). 
el(ord_pair(X,f'26(X)),f25) :- re(X), not(eqfX,0)). 
3. More Set Theory Defintions 
Definition of range 
(Vz ,x )[z e range (x ) ~ m (z ) A ('::qxp )[m (xp ) ^ opp (xp ) ^ xp E x ^ z =second (xp ) ]] 
rewrite(el(Z,range(X)),l__and([m(Z),m(XP),opp(XP),el(XP,X),eq(Z,second(XP))])). 
rewrite(not(el(Z,range(X'))) ,l_or ([not(re(Z)),not(m(f'27(ZX))),not(opp(f'27(Z,X))), 
not(el(f27(Z,X'),X)),not(eq(Z,second(f27(Z,X))))])). 
Definition of identity relation 
(Vz)[z ~ ident ~ m (z) ^  opp ( z ) ^ first ( z )=second (z ) ] 
rewrite(el(ord._pair(X,Y),iden0,eq(X,Y)). 
rewrite(not(el(ord_pair(X,Y),ident)),not(eq(X,Y))). 
rewrite(el(Z,iden0 ,I and([opp(Z),eq(first(Z),second(Z))])). 
rewrite(not(el(Z,ident)),l_or([not(opp(Z)), not(eq(first(Z),second(Z)))])). 
Definition of restrict ('V is universal set) 
(Vx ~v )[restrict (x ~v )=x m(,y xV)] 
rewrite(restrict(• 
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Definition of one__one (one-to-one function) 
(Vxf )[one_one (~ ) ~ function (xf  ) ^function (converse (xf ))] 
rewrite(one_one(XF),and(function(XF),function(converse(XF)))). 
rewrite(not(one__one(XF)),or(not(function(X_F)),not(function(converse(XF))))). 
Definition of apply 
(Vz ,rf ,y )[z e apply (xf ,y ) *-~ m (2 ) A (=~w )[m (w ) ^ opp (w ) a w ex f  A 
first (w)=y ^  z 9 second (w )]] 
rewrite(el(Z,appty(XF,Y)) J_and([m(Z),rn(W),opp(W),el(WaXF),eq(first(W),V), 
el(Z,secortd(W))])). 
rewrite(not(el(Z,apply(XF,Y))),l_or([not(m (Z)),not(m (f'28(Z,XF,Y))), 
not(opp(f28(Z,XF,Y))), not(eI(f28(Z,XF,Y),XF)), 
not(eq(first(f28(Z,XF,Y)),Y)), not(el(Z,second(f28(Z,XF, Y))))])). 
Definition of app2 
(Vxf ,x,y )[app 2(xf ,x O, )=apply (xf  , <x ,y > )] 
rewrite(app2(XF,X,Y),apply(XF,ord._pair(X,Y) )). 
Definition of maps 
(Vxf ,X ,y )[maps (xf ,x ,y ) ~-~ function (rf  ) ^ domain (xf ~x  ^ range (rf )~y ] 
rewrite(rnaps(XF,X,Y),Land([function(XF),eq(domain(XF),X),sub(rangeCXF),Y)])). 
rewrite(not(maps(XF,X,Y)),l_or([not(function(XF)),not(eq(domain(XF),X)), 
not(sub(range(XF),Y))])). 
Definition of closed 
(V xs ~ ) [ c t o s e d ( xs M)  *0 m ( xs ) ^ ra ( xf  ) ^ maps (xf,r.s xxs,xs)] 
rewrite(closed(XS ,XF),l_and([m ('XS),m(X~,maps(XF,prod(X S ,XS),XS)])). 
rewrite(not(closed(XS,XF)),l_or([not(m(XS)),not(m(XF)), not(maps(XF,prod(XS,XS),XS))])). 
Definition of composition 
(V z ,rf ,x g ) [ z ~ x g Ck:f ~--~ m ( z ) A ~tx ,y , w ) [ m ( x ) A m (y ) ^ m ( w ) ^ 
z=<x,y > ^  <x ,w >exf  ^ <w ,y >~xg ]] 
rewrite(el(Z,compose(XG,XF)),l_and([m(Z),m(X),m(Y),m(W),eq(Z,ord_pair(X,Y)), 
el(ord...pair(X,W),XF),el(ord_pair(W,Y),XG)])). 
rewrite(not(el(Z,eompose(XG,XF))) ,1 or([ not(m(Z)),not(m (t'29(Z,XF,XG))), 
not(m(f30(Z,XF,XG))),not(m( f3 I(Z,XF,XG))), 
not(eq(Z,ord_pair(f29(Z,XF,XG),f30(ZXF, XG)))), 
not(el(ord_pair(f29(Z,XF,XG),f3 I(Z,XF,XG)),XF)), 
not(el(oral_pair(f31 (Z,XF,XG),f30(Z,X~',XG)) XG ))])), 
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Definition of homomorphism 
(Vxh ,xs 1 ,xf l,xs 2,xf 2)[horn (xh ,xs 1 ,xf 1,xs 2,xf 2) ~ closed (xs 1,xf 1) a closed (xs 2,xf 2) a 
maps(xh ,xs 1,xs 2) A CVx ,y)[(x exs 1 ^ y exs 1) ---> 
apply (xh ,app 2(xf 1 ,x ,y ))=app 2(xf 2,apply (xh ,x ),apply (xh ,y ))]] 
rewrite(hom(XH,XS 1 ,XF1 ,XS2,XF2),1 and([closed(XS 1 ,XF1),closed(XS2,XF2), 
maps(XH,XS1,XS2),if(and(eI(f32(XH,XS1,XF1,XS2,XF2),XS1), 
eI(f33CAH,XS 1,XFI,XS2,XF2),XS 1)), 
then(eq(apply(XH,app2CXFl,f32CXH,XS 1 F1,XS2,XF2),f33CXH,XS 1,XF 1,XS2,XF2))). 
app2(XF2,apply(XH,tB2(XH,X S 1,XF1 ,XS2,XF2)), 
apply(XH, f33(XH,XS 1,XF1,XS2,XF2))))))])). 
rcwrite(not(homCXI-I,XS 1 ,X'F1 ,XS 2,Xb--'2)),l or([not(closedCAS 1 ,X'F1)), 
not(closed(XS 2,XF2)), 
not(maps(XH,XS 1 ,XS2)),and(and(el(X,XS 1),elCY,XS 1)), 
not(eq(apply(XI-I,app2(XF 1 ,X,Y)) ~app2(XF2,apply(XH,X),apply(XH,Y)))))])). 
Definition of "equinurnerosity" 
~x ;y )[x -y ) ~ C-~xf )[one._one (xf ) ^ domain (xf )=x A range (xf )=y ]] 
rcwrite(equinum(X,Y),l_and([one..one(XF),eq(domain(Xl:r),X),eq(range(XF) ,Y)])). 
rewrite(not(equinum(X,Y)),Lor([not(one one(g 1 ('X,Y))), not(eq(domain(g 1 X,Y)),X)), 
not(eq(range(gl(X,Y)),Y))])). 
Definition of "less than or equal to" 
(Vx ,y )fx <=y 0 (~z)[z~y AX•Z]] 
rcwritc(leas_cq(X,Y),and(sub(Z,Y),equinum(X,Z))). 
rcwrite(notOcss_eq(X,Y)),or(not(sub(Z,Y)),not(cquinum(X,Z))))' 
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Appendix D 
Test Results Using a Tautology Checker 
Table 1 
Theorems 
(I) false :- eq(union(a,b),uaion(b,a)). 
(2) false :-eq(join(a,b),join(b,a)). 
(3) false :-eq(union(a,a),a). 
(4) false :-eq(join(a,a),a). 
(5) false :-eq(union(a,comp(a)),universe). 
(6) fatse :-eq(join(a,comp(a)),0). 
(7) false :-eq(comp(universe),0). 
(8) false :- eq(comp(0),universe). 
(9) false :-eq(comp(comp(a)),a). 
(10) false :-eq(union(a,0),a). 
(11) false :- eq(join(a,universe),a). 
(12) false :- eq(union(a,universe),universe). 
(13) false :- eq(join(a,0),0). 
(14) false :-eq(union(union(a,b),e),union(a,union(b,c))). 
(15) false :-eq(join(join(a,b),c),join(a, join(b,r 
(16) false :-if(sub(a,b),then(eq(joia(a,b),a))). 
(17) faise :-eq(eornp(union(a,b)),join(eomp(a),comp(b))), 
(18) false :- eq(comp(join(a,b)),union(comp(a),comp(b))). 
(19) false :- eq(join(un[on(a,b),uniort(a,comp(b))),a). 
(20) false :-eq(diff(a,b),join(a,comp(b))). 
(21) false :-eq(union(a,universe),universe). 
(22) raise :-eq(join(a,union(b,c)),union(join(a,b),join(a,c))). 
(23) false :-eq(union(a,join(b,e)),join(union(a,b),union(a,c)) ). 
(24) false :-sub(0,a). 
(25) false :-if(and(sub(a,b),sub(b,e)),then(sub(a,e))). 
(26) false :-if(sub (a,b),then(el(a,pset(b)))), 
(27) raise :-if(disjoint(a,b),then(eq(jo[n(a,b),0))). 
(28) false :-sub(a,union(a,b)). 
(29) false :-sub(diff(a,b),a). 
(30) false :-if(sub(a,join(b,e)},then(and(sub(a,b),sub(a,c))}). 
(31) false :- eq(pset(join(a,b)),join(pset(a),pset(b))). 
(32) false :-eq(pset(join(a,b)),join(pset(a),pset(b))). 
(33) false :-sub(prod(a,join(b,c)),join(prod(a,b),prod(a,e))). 
(34) false :-if(and(sub(a,b),sub(c,d)),then(sub(prod(a,c),prod(b,d)))). 
(35) false :-if(and(meq(a,b),meq(c,d)),then(eq(ord_pair(a,c),ord_pair(b,d )))). 
(36) false :-if(eq(a,ord_pair(b,e)),then(opp(a))). 
(37) false :-if(and(m(a),m(b)),then(sub(set(a),set(a,b)))). 
(38) false :-if(and(m(a),m(b)),then(eq(set(a,b),set(b,a)))). 
Note that Theorems (31) and (32) are the same. However, (31) was proven using a rewrite 
rule for the subset axiom, while (32) was proven using a replace rule for the subset axiom. 
Using a replace rather than a rewrite rule prevented terms containing the "subset" predicate 
from being rewritten before tautology checking was performed. This allowed the power 
to find the proof much faster in the case of this particular theorem. 
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Table 2 
Summary of results 
With "or-over-and" Without "or-over-and" 
distribution rules distribution rules 
Theorem Time Inferences Time Inferences 
(11 3,23 0 2.5 0 
(2) 4-18 0 4.14 0 
(3) 1.66 0 1.61 0 
(4) 1"68 0 1,76 0 
(5) 5.93 4 5.31 4 
(6) 5-96 6 5,85 6 
(7) 3.66 4 3.5 4 
(8) 2.7 2 2.68 2 
(9) 5-73 4 4-86 4 
(10) 2.91 2 2-53 2 
(11) 4,53 4 4-46 4 
(12) 4.73 4 4-33 4 
(13) 2-76 2 2.73 2 
(14) 9.68 0 5,51 0 
(15) 10"88 0 10"88 0 
(16) 7.48 4 4,91 4 
(17) 10-86 0 6.64 0 
(18) 18.1 0 5.94 0 
(19) 9.34 0 5.33 0 
(20) 10.11 5 8,73 5 
(21) 4"66 4 4.53 4 
(22) 20.55 0 8.44 0 
(23) 19.88 0 7-73 0 
(24) 1"26 2 1"18 2 
(25) 12"26 8 9"63 8 
(26) 3"76 4 3-21 4 
(27) 18"36 14 15"85 14 
(28) 0-81 0 0.78 0 
(29) 0.78 0 0.84 0 
(30) 40.76 16 24.04 16 
(31) 217.96 32 189.38 32 
(32) 4.83 0 4.28 0 
(33) 3.38 0 3.11 0 
(34) 63'55 32 34"63 16 
(35) 15.96 0 4.93 0 
(36) 69'11 23 37,78 16 
(37) 67"21 0 4'25 0 
(38) 109.00 0 8.84 0 
These results were derived by using a tautology-checker in conjunction with rewrite/re-  
place rules. 
Summary. In each case, the number of inferences required is virtually the same whether  
or not the "or-over-and" distribution rules are used. However, in almost every instance 
there is a speed-up when these rules are not used. Furthermore, as a general rule it seems 
that as the amount of time required to prove the theorem increases, the greater the 
speed-up when the "or-over-and" rules are not used. 
